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Back in the days of vinyl records, record companies released expected hits on 7″ records, 45s. The hit
went on the A side, and some misfit song the record company considered to have a commercial
handicap went on the B side. Maybe the song didn’t fit in with the album, or maybe it lacked a strong
hook. Something. Occasionally one of these B side songs would take off in popularity, but most of them
withered in the shadows of the A side hits. B side songs became the purview of music connisseurs,
collectors, assorted off-beat characters who ran record stores after everyone else moved on to digital
technology. But every 45 had a B side, whether you knew the song or not. And people still collect them.
It reminds me of the news business. The record company sends them records, but the news people are
like DJs who only play the A sides. According to the “experts,” people who listen to B sides are assorted
off-beat characters otherwise known as “conspiracy theorists,” who, as everybody knows, are all
overwrought and paranoid.

Those who believe that major world events result from planning are laughed at for
believing in the “conspiracy theory of history.” Of course, no one in this modern day
and age really believes in the conspiracy theory of history — except those who have
taken the time to study the subject…Politicians and “intellectuals” are attracted to the
concept that events are propelled by some mysterious tide of history or happen by
accident. By this reasoning they hope to escape the blame when things go wrong.Gary Allen [1]

The only way a tiny group of people ever came to control the physical world, and continue to control the
physical world, is through mental deception and emotional manipulation. Here’s how. They create
problems, secretly (the B sides). Then they talk about the problems nonstop using their corporate
media, which blankets the whole wide world. They play the A sides over and over and over again.
People dance. They tell us to dance faster. We do. We are terrified of these problems. We believe we
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caused them because experts keep telling us that we did. So we have no choice, we must listen to the
experts, and they say dance, or else… Eventually, they tell us we can rest for a few minutes, they think
they have a solution. Exhausted, we agree. We have to rest. Of course, they offer the solution they
always wanted to the problem they created in the first place, but we don’t know that. That song, the one
about how they created the problem, is on the B side, and the DJs don’t play that side. If they did, we
wouldn’t dance, and they like to watch us dance. How fun for them. So as soon as we catch our breath,
they put another A side hit on.
Greatest Hits: The Financial Crisis
A side: The economy will collapse because Americans are greedy, overzealous consumers who never
know when enough is enough. Not everyone should own a home, you know.[2] OK, maybe some
people made a few mistakes in the financial industry.[3] It happens. Like the banks stupidly lent to
people they shouldn’t have.[4] But these are smart, talented people and we need to put our noses to the
grindstone and get through this.[5] I mean, c’mon, who could have predicted?[6]
Dance step: Buck up, kids. Work harder.[7] Get a third job. Blame immigrants for your problems if you
want,[8] but sorry, the banks are too big to fail.[9]
B side: The fiat money system has reached it’s mathematical limits and needs to taken down and
replaced, somehow, with a new usurious debt trap run by our favorite families.[10] Hoo boy. Hopefully
nobody will notice we ran the whole gig into the ground on purpose.[11] We’ll need to distract them. Big
Time. Hey can somebody get the other records ready? We’re definitely gonna need them.
Liner notes:

Our money is an illusion. Except for coins, which compose only one ten-thousandth of
the money supply, all of our money today consists of debt to private banks. Banks
always take back more money in principal and interest than they put into the money
supply as principal, making the system basically a pyramid scheme. After 300 years,
this scheme has spread around the world and has now reached its mathematical limits.
The whole world has been captured in the debt trap of a private international banking
monopoly. - Ellen Brown [12]
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We knew this would happen, and roughly when. Alan Greenspan began the process of creating
enormous bubbles that will pop, we hope in a controlled-demolition sort of way, during the first decade
of the millennium.[13] This will make a giant mess to justify scrapping our used-up jalopy fiat money
system and replacing it with a brand new one world currency.[14] This will be our finest accomplishment,
should we achieve it. By the way, failure is not an option. We’ll all be killed.[15]
We must relax credit for consumers, encouraging them to borrow and get into a lot of debt, debt beyond
imagining, while simultaneously allowing financial institutions to buy and sell credit swaps — insurance
that they will be paid in other words — on financial instruments in which they have no financial interest.
We will build a giant gambling casino on top of our usurious fiat money scheme. Huge beyond
imagining. The entire thing will eventually collapse. The destruction? Beyond imagining. You get the
idea.[16]
To this end we will ensure that public and corporate policies encourage the personal misfortunes of
ordinary people and small businesses (the disaster lottery slot machines). This will ensure enormous
profits for our friends running the casino. When the scale of the problem threatens to finally close the
casino, we will pay off and/or bribe the politicians to bail us out by threatening to close the casino.[17]
We are too big to fail. This will make everything worse for the citizens. When their currency finally
becomes worthless and they face hopelessness and utter despair, we will force them to accept our one
world currency.[18]
Since we make our currency out of thin air, we need to back it with a commodity. We have decided to
stick with oil for now, since everyone still uses it and we know where most of it is. We’ll have to control
all the oil, or at least the vast majority of it, for our plan to work.[19] We will convince them we’re running
out and that we’re keeping the fact a secret.[20] The Iranians have been the only people to outwit our
diabolical debt trap so far, and they also have a lot of oil, so we have to bomb their oil fields, somehow,
and control them lest they wreck our plans.[21] But since they haven’t started a war in several hundred
years, this will require a major advertising campaign. They must be thrown under the bus. Big Time.
Greatest Hits: The War on Terror
A side: Lots of dance tunes here, kind of a remix. A little bit people hate us for our freedoms, a little bit
Islam is a violent religion. Riffs of Arabs and especially Iranians want to wipe Israel off the map, al
Qaeda will never stop trying to kill us, we have to fight them over there so we don’t have to fight them
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over here. We have a Clash of Civilizations, it’s not that you did anything wrong really these people just
can’t be reasoned with, it’s hopeless, just waiting for Armageddon (chorus), etc.[22]
Dance step: Give up your privacy so we can be safe.[23] Expect inconveniences and limitations in your
travel so we can be safe.[24] Please mind your neighbors’ business so we can be safe.[25] Support Our
Troops so we can be safe. Vote Republican so we can be safe.[26]
B side: OK we need to distract “the folks” with a really bad enemy, a new Pearl Harbor or two, and
some never-ending wars fueled by diabolically persistent terrorists who always manage to slip away.[27]
Some of our people will definitely die, and a lot of foreigners will definitely die, but you gotta break some
eggs to make an omelet. Right? Right.[28] We’ll pay off who we need to pay off. We have the money.
Liner notes: We expect to kick this off in the early millennium, say around 2001. Let’s say a memorable
date like 9/11. We expect the financial problems to have metastasized but it won’t be obvious yet. We
need to get these people cowering in fear, get them to submit to our authority so that we can plunder
them and distract them and keep them busy fighting each other and everyone else. Divide and conquer.
We can trust Bush the ass to squander any good will quickly, but we won’t admit it, causing bitter
acrimony.[29] Of course we will never deliver the security we promise in exchange for their sacrifices.
The fools. We’ll even telegraph this plan years in advance, but it won’t make any difference.[30] The
War on Terror will fulfill a primary strategic goal: redrawing the map of the Middle East, which ensures
our ultimate goal: Israel’s world hegemony. The United States shall supply all the labor and materiel. It’s
true that many Americans will be expended, but there are too many people on the planet, and a lot of
them must go, especially the poor brown ones living on top of valuable natural resources like oil and
minerals, but not only them. We have to keep it “believable.”[31]
Besides oil, we also need to control other resources in the ground like gold, diamonds, etc. It’s not
enough to control the money because the money is just paper.[32] It must be tied to a commodity, and
all the good commodities reside in the earth. So geology will determine where the war on terror crops
up. Our intelligence operatives will seed conflicts as needed around the world to create pretexts for
military force.[33] These conflicts will bring about death, displacement and terror, allowing us to control
the natural resources while having the advantage of chipping away at the population.
Greatest Hits: Climate Change
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A side: You people are killing the planet! Just ask our scientists.[34]
Dance step: Stop having babies! Stop eating! Stop living! Recycle! Reduce your carbon footprint![35]
Haha we can still make fun of Al Gore![36]
B side: Guilt. Guilt guilt guilt.[37] We’ll lie about the science,[38] we’ll mess with the weather using our
secret weather modification technologies and chemtrails, we’ll terrify the children with dire predictions of
their futures underwater.[39] Green will be the new religion.[40] Hollywood will help us out here, just like
in the War on Terror, with tremendous special effects in terrifying movies and on slick websites.[41]
Liner notes: While we focus on things under the ground, we shall consistently direct the world’s
attention up in the sky. The climate. It’s…changing! And….it’s all the fault of human beings!! [42]We will
start this brainwashing early and run it alongside the bubble economy. That way, by encouraging
excessive consumption, we can browbeat them senseless for it later. Their children will despise them.
Mwahaha. Our scientists will be sure to find that humans cause global warming, especially fat
humans.[43] Our think tanks, always so important, will paint apocalyptic scenarios of the horrific
consequences of climate change: fighting over scarce resources, failed states, refugees, and so forth.
Of course these scenarios will require military interventions to move people to “safety” (away from the
valuable underground resources) while degrading their ability to create sustainable lives and
simultaneously imposing and stressing the lives of their new host communities.[44] In fact, dire climate
change scenarios will “shift liability for wars and human rights abuses away from oppressive, corrupt
governments.” [45] Exactly! Between blaming pollution on humans, and a few “enhanced” natural
disasters thrown in, which of course we will call Acts of God (wink wink!), we have the perfect alibi for
enslaving humanity. And all the while we will withhold life-saving technological advances.[46]
Greatest Hits: Disease and Global Pandemics
A side: The world is deadly. Cancer might get you. Or AIDS. Or some flesh eating bacteria. Scientists,
brilliant as they are, seem to be losing the fight against disease.[47] If we’re not careful, some virus will
mutate into a killer and wipe out millions, maybe billions. It could start anywhere, at anytime.[48] There’s
nothing you can really do. Well, maybe a few things.
Dance step: You probably already have a disease and you don’t even know it. Get yourself to the
doctor and get on some pharmaceuticals. Get your “damn vaccine.”[49] Make sure your children get
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thirty shots or so before they turn six.[50] It’s for the good of everybody. Check your BMI and obsess
over that number.[51] Get in shape. Spend money at a gym. Enroll in a diet program. Torment yourself.
Eat this food. Eat that food. Don’t smoke no matter how addictive we make those wads.[52] Drink
alcohol. Take some anxiety meds, you look pretty stressed.[53] Be sure to worry, a lot, about the
invisible germs you can’t see coming to get you. Sterilize your family and your household.[54] Block the
sun’s rays from touching your skin at all times.[55]
B side: We really need to kill a lot of people quickly without wrecking the environment with nuclear
waste, because we do want to send our people in to extract resources and also we’d like to be able to
go anywhere we want to when this is over. It’s our planet. We paid for it.[56]
Liner notes: Killing poses no problem, you see. We’ve been doing that for years. But to kill a lot of
people efficiently, quickly, and to get away with it, well, that takes a special kind of disaster. We will
create a deadly pandemic and release it accidentally.[57] After building anxiety about this over a period
of years, we will whip them into hysteria and inject poison into their veins with our vaccines. It will be an
unfortunate series of events, very regrettable, but all completely deniable under the rubric of
preparedness and good intentions.[58] We will be totally prepared for mass casualties, which we hope
to occur, at long last.[59]
We’d like to thank our sponsors:
We fund our secret operations with laundered money from human trafficking, drug trafficking, and
weapons trafficking. These business models weaken and debase the populations, embroil them in
conflicts, and drain their money into our pockets.[60] We have dossiers on everyone we need to control.
We know all their weaknesses, which we have exploited. They can’t open their mouths without getting
torpedoed. Ask Eliot Spitzer.[61]
Hegelian Mindfuck Records. All rights reserved.
So I’m one of those off-beat characters who collects B sides. Personally, I got sick of listening to the A
sides. The records are all scratched up. They skip. The sound quality is terrible.[62] Have you ever
noticed? But you know, the B sides are in pristine condition because hardly anyone plays them. Lots of
people collect them and pass them around, usually for free. You just have to know who to ask.
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Can you imagine if more people stopped dancing and listened to the B sides? We can take those lousy
scratched up A side records and encase them in a museum exhibit, and never listen to them again. We
can put this rotten record company out of business forever. And we can live in peace.
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